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Teaching Feeling Words 

Have you ever watched a child get angry after he spills his snack onto the floor? The child may have 

kicked, cried, and screamed out of frustration.  How did you respond?  How did you handle the situa-

tion?  Behaviors are the direct result of what a child is feeling in a particular moment. 

Social emotional skills are very important for preschoolers to learn.  In fact, they are just as im-

portant as learning to recognize letters and shapes.  We must teach children how to identify, under-

stand and express their emotions in a healthy way.  As a teacher, you have an opportunity to coach 

your students through challenging situations.   

 Plan an activity that would teach your child how to identify, understand, and express their emo-

tions in a healthy way. 

 Provide a feeling word of the day and incorporate it into the lesson, ask each child to talk about a 

time when they felt a certain way, and how they handled it. 

 Make a feelings chart using pictures of your children making different feelings faces. 

 Make a collage of different feelings faces from magazines.  

 Use a mirror and allow the children to make different feeling faces, converse about the feeling 

faces being made and what happened to make them feel that way. 

 Label the child’s emotions- “you’re excited” or “you’re frustrated” as children experience differ-

ent emotional states. 

 Use songs and games to increase a child’s feeling vocabulary.  Sing “If You’re Happy and You 

Know It…” and substitute different emotions.  

 Play Bingo and Memory using different emotional face pictures.  Children who are starting to 

read can match the words as well as the faces.  Choose words that you are teaching and talking 

about in class.   

 Play Emotional Charades, and give each child a different feeling to demonstrate to the class. 

 Point out different faces of characters in book; ask the children how the character is feeling.  

Read the same book for several days to support the child’s emotional development.   

For additional support contact the Lower Shore Early Childhood Mental Health  

Consultation Program at 410-677-6590. 



Boosting Classroom Activities for Winter 

In November’s newsletter we presented ideas for indoor gross-motor play to use 

in times when the weather kept the kids indoors. Here are some additional activi-

ties from other curriculum areas to bring Winter to your lesson plan when the 

weather is giving you the blues! 

 

Make Puffy Paint 

Bring your art off the paper with this 3D paint! Let the children do the work from 

start to finish by helping them first make the paint and then create with it.  

Ingredients: White glue (like Elmer’s), shaving cream, washable paint (some reci-

pes used tempera paint or food coloring) 

Add some white glue (about 1/4 cup) to a bowl and then add an amount of shaving cream (about 1/2 

cup). This can be an estimate, as long as its not too much shaving cream. This mixture can’t be 

messed up, it’s the final texture that will differ.  

Add about 10 drops of the desired paint color to the glue mixture and mix completely. Ideas to stir 

with would be straws, popsicle sticks, etc.  

Do this procedure for as many colors as you would like, then let the kids paint with paintbrushes on 
white paper or create a craft, see the examples below! 

 

 

 

 

 

Bring the Season to Dramatic Play 

Add interest to your dramatic play area by adding clothing that compliments the season. Mittens, 
hats, scarf, boots, coats etc. These can also be used in many lesson plan activities such as sorting 
by size or color, matching gloves, mittens or boots, and fine motor skills such as zipping, tying or 
learning how to dress themselves.  

 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-zCWC5bK9uN0/UEN2WeN4BUI/AAAAAAAACCs/gU7PxQdnMbU/s1600/polar+bear+puffy.jpg


Snowball Sensory Table 

Using cotton balls as “snowballs”, fill your sensory table or any large tub. Hide smaller manipulatives 

in with the snowballs that the children then use tweezers to pull out. Ideas to hide: letters, counting 

bears, gems. Another idea is to provide water bottles for the children to fill with the 

cotton balls and take home their “snow in a bottle”.  

Snow Ball Measuring 

Create a math center with a variety of pictures of ordinary items and cotton balls 

(a.k.a. snowballs). Show the children how they can use the cotton balls to measure 

how tall the items in the picture are. For example, a picture of a tree might be three snowballs high.  

 

 

Fingerprint Winter Scene 

Provide white paint on a small paper plate, blue paper and a tree cutout. Let 

the children use their fingertips to add “snow” to their winter scene. Be crea-

tive! Add additional pictures or items to go into the scene! 

 

 

 

 

Cardboard Boxes 

Let’s not forget the value of a cardboard box! Bring in several large boxes and let the imaginations 

take over! Boxes can and will be anything! Cars, trains, tents, houses, etc. Give the children time to 

explore and create! 

 

 

 

Dance-a-thon 

Put on some music and let the kids move! Create decorations 

with the children ahead of time to put up in the classroom for 

this rockin’ party! Freeze dance and musical chairs are classics  

with the internet providing loads of additional ideas and links to songs that will get your children  

moving! 

 



January 29th is National Puzzle Day!  

Here are some fun puzzle activities do on National Puzzle Day 

 

Homemade Jigsaw Puzzles 

 Give each child a piece of cardboard, scissors, and glue. 

 Have them choose a picture from a magazine, calendar or card; the children then glue 

their pictures onto their cardboard. 

 When the glue is dry, have them cut their cardboard into the shape of jigsaw puzzle 

pieces. 

 When the children have finished, have them trade puzzles and have a race to see who 

finishes first. Consider laminating the pieces to make them last.  

 

Cereal Box Puzzles 

 Cut the fronts of large cereal boxes into pieces; base the number and shapes of the 

pieces to the age of the children.  

 Store the pieces in a baggie or large envelope with a picture of an identical cereal box 

front attached to it. 



Have you ever built a snowman and discovered the next day that his grin has gotten a little 
crooked, or his tree-branch arms have moved? And you've wondered . . . what do snowmen 
do at night? This delightful wintertime tale reveals all! Caralyn Buehner's witty, imaginative 
verse offers many amusing details about the secret life of snowmen and where they go at 
night, while Mark Buehner's roly-poly snowmen are bursting with personality and charm. 
From the highly successful team that created such winning titles as Fanny's Dream, Snowmen 
at Night is fabulous, frosty, and fun! 

No book has captured the magic and sense of possibility of the first snowfall better 
than The Snowy Day. Universal in its appeal, the story has become a favorite of mil-
lions, as it reveals a child's wonder at a new world, and the hope of capturing and 
keeping that wonder forever. 
The adventures of a little boy in the city on a very snowy day. 

Author Kim Norman (Crocodaddy) and illustrator Liza Woodruff have whipped up a rollicking, jolly, 
snow-filled adventure! 
In the land of the midnight sun, all the animals are having fun speeding down the hill on Caribou's 
sled. But as they go faster and faster, Seal, Hare, Walrus, and the others all fall off…until just Cari-
bou's left, only and lonely. Now, a reindeer likes flying-but never alone, so…one through ten, all leap 
on again! 
An ideal picture book for reading-and singing along with—over and over. 

No school? YES! Time for Little Critter® to play in the snow and build a snowman! 

But first Little Sister needs help putting on her boots, Dad needs a hand with the shoveling, and 
Gator wants to build a fort. Will Little Critter ever get to build a snowman? This 8x8 storybook is 
perfect for sharing with young children, who will laugh along as Little Critter finally earns his re-
ward. 
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